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About This Game

The game officially transposed from Colt Express, the famous train robbery boardgame. Plot your scheme step by step and dive
into the action to loot the wagons. But watch out, you are not the only Most Wanted Man with the intention to become rich

today : you might have to rethink your strategy…
Play solo, with friends, family and worldwide in multiplayer!

HOW TO PLAY:
At the beginning of the round, each player will successively plan an action from his action deck, ranging from moving around to
luring the train marshal or looting the passengers. When each player’s masterplan is complete, the action starts and the players'

set of moves will progressively unfold before you. But getting rich and not getting shot by your opponents are not always
compatible objectives, and you might have to rethink your plan on the move…

Find the right balance between caution and greed to come out as the richest outlaw of the far west!

PUT YOURSELF IN THE BOOTS OF A FAR WEST LEGEND IN SOLO MODE:
Live the adventures of 6 outlaws in Story mode through 30 captivating chapters, each with its own plot, set of rules and

achievements.
Complete a bandit's story to unlock new multiplayer modes and comic books about the intricacies of the desperados' life in the

Wild West!

FRIENDLY FIRE IN MULTIPLAYER MODE:
Play online with players from all around the world, climb the leaderboard and become the most wanted player feared by every

outlaw of the land!
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A TREASURE HUNT IN THE FAR WEST!
Collect skins for your heroes and environments for your adventures by completing special objectives!

To sum up, the game features:
• A wild west themed universe inspired from the original board game, digitally modernized

• A tactical and action-packed gameplay, for intense and unpredictable games
• An extensive Story mode following 6 characters, each with his own objectives and quirks. Available offline and saved the next

time you log in.
• Numerous exciting game variants to unlock in Story mode.

• An online Multiplayer Mode
• A worldwide Leaderboard, updated and available in real-time

• A friendlist, with the possibility to play with your friends
• Collectible skins and environments to customize your adventures

• Many Achievements to accomplish, punctuating your exploration of the game

Languages available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
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Title: Colt Express
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Asmodee Digital, Frima Studio
Publisher:
Asmodee Digital
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German
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This game has way too much randomness and luck to be enjoyable. Throwing a couple of dice would be more enjoyable.. I
almost didn't refund, but the turns took too long, and just a little bit too much luck. Dumb.
Asmodee likes to ban people from playing ALL games that you have bought that they publish without warning or reason. Buyer
beware.. Pretty good adaption of the main game. However, I would only recommend if you're going to be playing with friends
online. The servers are empty otherwise, and while I haven't played the "Story mode", I can't imagine it being much fun on top
of there not being really any incentives.. I like the origial board game and its expansions, If you have a bunch of people to play
with, this is like the boardgame. Not sure I will play with unknown ppl online tho.. I agree with the rest of the reviews. If you
enjoyed the board game, this is a good game to play when you're on your own.. This is very good game. ANd very good
adaptation of the board game.
But there is no players. No body play and no body look chat.
Also it will be good if you can make Mac version.
CHeers!. Just a great transfer from the board game of the year 2015 ... makes fun and has a online interface.. This is a very fun
game, I just wish they would also release the expansions for it. For me, the expansions are really what made this game fantastic.
Pretty good adaption of the main game. However, I would only recommend if you're going to be playing with friends online.
The servers are empty otherwise, and while I haven't played the "Story mode", I can't imagine it being much fun on top of there
not being really any incentives.
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Pretty good adaption of the main game. However, I would only recommend if you're going to be playing with friends online.
The servers are empty otherwise, and while I haven't played the "Story mode", I can't imagine it being much fun on top of there
not being really any incentives.. No local multiplayer making this digital board game completely pointless.

It's a shame because it looks like a fun game to play for hours. Never tried the boardgame before, so went into it expecting
nothing. Completed the tutorial and never want to play it again. It's ugly, boring and there's just too much randomness. I am
pretty sure it's a fun boardgame, and might even work on mobile, but on computer, there's just so much games that are a better
waste of your time.
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